
  
BRIDGE COURSE PHYSICS  

DAY-9 HOME WORK 

1. An NCC parade is going at a uniform speed of 6km/h through a place 
under a berry tree on which a bird is sitting at a height of 12.1 m. At a 
particular instant the bird drops a berry. Which cadet (give the distance 
from the tree at the instant) will receive the berry on his uniform? 

 A) 2.62 m B) 2.52 m C) 2.42 m D) 2.82 m 
2. A body is thrown vertically upwards in air. When air resistance is taken 

into consideration, let the time of ascent be t1 and time of descent be t2. 
Then  

 A) 1 2t t  B) 1 2t t  C) 1 2t t  D) 1 2t t  

3. With what sped must a ball be thrown for it to bounce 10m higher than 
its original level? Neglect any loss of energy  in striking the ground  

 A) 120 ms  B) 114ms  C) 15ms  D) 11ms  

4. A stone is released from the top of a tower. It covers 24.5 m distance in 
the last second of its journey what is the height of the tower? 

 A) 36.2 B) 44.1 C) 38 D) 40  
5. The distance moved by a freely falling body during 1st, 2nd, 3rd,……nth 

second of its motion are proportional to  
 A) even numbers   B) odd numbers 
 C) All integral numbers D) squares of integral numbers 
6. TO reach the same height on the moon as on the earth, a body must be 

projected up with  
 A) higher velocity on the moon 
 B) lower velocity on the moon 
 C) same velocity on the moon and earth 
 D) it depends on the mass of the body. 
7. At the maximum height of a body thrown vertically up 
 A) velocity is not zero but acceleration is zero. 
 B) acceleration is not but velocity is zero 
 C) both acceleration and velocity are zero 
 D) both acceleration and velocity are not zero. 
Key:  
 1) A 2) B 3) B 4) B 5) B 6) B 7) B  


